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ABSTRACT
Artificial Intelligence (AI) has been an active field of research for over a cen-
tury now. The research field of AI may be grouped into various tasks that are
expected from an intelligent agent; two major ones being learning & infer-
ence and planning. The act of storing new knowledge is known as learning
while inference refers to the act to extracting conclusions given agent’s limited
knowledge base. They are tightly knit by the design of its knowledge base. The
process of deciding long-term actions or plans given its current knowledge is
called planning.
Reinforcement Learning (RL) brings together these two tasks by posing a seem-
ingly benign question “How to act optimally in an unknown environment?”.
This requires the agent to learn about its environment as well as plan actions
given its current knowledge about it. In RL, the environment can be represented
by a mathematical model and we associate an intrinsic value to the actions that
the agent may choose.
In this thesis, we present a novel Bayesian algorithm for the problem of RL.
Bayesian RL is a widely explored area of research but is constrained by scala-
bility and performance issues. We provide first steps towards rigorous analysis
of these types of algorithms. Bayesian algorithms are characterized by the belief
that they maintain over their unknowns; which is updated based on the collected
evidence. This is different from the traditional approach in RL in terms of prob-
lem formulation and formal guarantees. Our novel algorithm combines aspects
of planning and learning due to its inherent Bayesian formulation. It does so in
a more scalable fashion, with formal PAC guarantees. We also give insights on
the application of Bayesian framework for the estimation of model and value,
in a joint work on Bayesian backward induction for RL.
Keywords: Bayesian Reinforcement Learning, DecisionMaking under Uncertainty
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Part I
EXTENDED SUMMARY
1

Chapter 1
Introduction
The field of Operations Research can be seen as a precursor to modern AI.
It is a discipline that deals with the application of advanced analytical meth-
ods in making better decisions. During world wars, many problems ranging
from project planning, network optimization, resource allocation, resource as-
signment and scheduling were studied within OR. The techniques used to solve
them were extensively studied by J. Von Neumann, A. Wald, Bellman and many
others. These are now colloquially referred to as Dynamic Programming (DP)
techniques. DP is arguably the most important method for dealing with a large
set of mathematical problems, known as decision making problems.
Decision making:
Decision making refers to those situations where an algorithm must interact
with a system to achieve a desired objective. A fundamental characteristic of
such problems is the feedback effect that these interactions have on the system.
In AI, this is analogous to the situation where an autonomous agent acts in an
environment. In many cases, we model this situation with a mathematical model
that encapsulates the basics of an interacting system.
Decision making problems can be divided two types, depending on the level of
difficulty in solving them. First is decision making under no uncertainty, which
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refers to the situation where we have full knowledge of the system’s1 behaviour.
Even in this case, it is not a trivial problem to decide how to act ? This process
of developing long-term actions is known as planning.
Decision making under uncertainty:
The second type is decision making under uncertainty. In real world processes,
along with inherent (aleatoric) uncertainty2, there also exists uncertainty of our
knowledge (epistemic) about it. Reinforcement Learning (RL) is an important
problem in this category. According to Duff [2002], “RL attempts to import
concepts from classical decision theory and utility theory to the domain of ab-
stract agents operating in uncertain environments. It lies at the intersection
of control theory, operations research, artificial intelligence and animal learn-
ing.” Its first successful application was the development of a state-of-the-
art Backgammon playing AI [Tesauro, 1994]. More recent successes include
game [Mnih et al., 2015, Silver et al., 2017] playing AI.
Planning in this general setting requires taking into account future events and
observations that may change our conclusions. Typically, this involves creating
long-term plans covering possible future eventualities, i.e. when planning under
uncertainty, we also need to take into account the possible future knowledge that
could be generated while acting. Executing actions also involve trying out new
things, to gather more information, but it is hard to tell whether this information
will be beneficial. The choice between acting in a manner that is known to
produce good results, or experimenting with something new, is known as the
exploration-exploitation dilemma. It is central to RL research.
Exploration-Exploitation:
Consider the problem of choosing your education stream for your long-term
career. Let’s say you are inclined towards Engineering. However, Project Man-
agement has recently been growing quite popular and is financially more re-
warding. It is tempting to try it out! But there is a risk involved. It may turn
out to be much worse than Engineering, in which case you will regret switch-
ing streams. On the other hand, it could also be much better. What should
1Potentially stochastic.
2Like the randomness associated with skating on ice.
5you do? It all depends on how much information you have about either career
choices and how many more years are you willing to spend to get a degree. If
you already have a PhD, then its probably a better idea to go with Engineering.
However, if you just finished your bachelors degree, Project Management may
be a good bet. If you are lucky, you will get a much higher salary for the remain-
der of your life, while otherwise you would miss out only by a year, making the
potential risk quite small.
Bayesian Reinforcement Learning:
One way to approach the exploration-exploitation dilemma is to take decisions
that explicitly take into account the uncertainty, both in the present and the fu-
ture. One may use the Bayesian approach for this; essentially any algorithm is
Bayesian in nature if it maintains probabilistic beliefs on quantities of interest
and updates them using evidence collected. Formulating the RL problem in a
Bayesian framework is known as Bayesian RL. Planning trees are data struc-
tures used in various planning algorithms. A belief tree is a planning tree used
to plan actions while explicitly taking into accounts their future effects, like in
a Bayesian RL setting.
Main contribution:
Our main contribution is a novel Bayesian RL algorithm, for planning in belief
trees. We perform a thorough analysis of this algorithm by giving a performance
bound for it.
Thesis outline:
In Chapter 2, we formally define the terms of interest and introduce the nec-
essary background that will help understand the remainder of this thesis. In
Chapter 3, we summarize the contributions of this thesis. Section (3.1) dis-
cusses the algorithm we introduced, discussing its practical benefit and pro-
viding a theoretical guarantee for it. Section (3.2) discusses our other work,
performed jointly, that takes an orthogonal approach to the same Bayesian RL
problem. Chapter 4 concludes the thesis and discusses some interesting future
work. The remainder of this thesis is a reprint of the full version papers [Grover
and Dimitrakakis, 2018, Grover et al., 2019, Dimitrakakis et al., 2020].

Chapter 2
Background
We divide this chapter into two sections. We introduces the necessary prelim-
inaries for this work in section (2.1), followed by an in-depth discussion on
many possible approaches to Bayesian RL in section (2.2).
2.1 Preliminaries
We first define the mathematical model used to describe an environment, known
as Markov Decision Process (MDP). We then define a specific type of MDP,
called Bayes Adaptive MDP, that arises when we are uncertain about the under-
lying environment, which is the focus of this thesis.
2.1.1 Markov Decision Process (MDP)
Markov Decision Process (MDP) is a discrete-time stochastic process that pro-
vides a formal framework for RL problems.
Definition 1 (MDP). An MDP µ = (S,A, P,R) is composed of a state space
S, an action space A, a reward distribution R and a transition function P .
The transition function P , Pµ(st+1|st, at) dictates the distribution over next
states st+1 given the present state-action pair (st, at). The reward distribution
R , Pµ(rt+1|st, at) dictates the obtained reward that belongs to the interval
7
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[0, 1]. We shall also use Pµ(rt+1, st+1|st, at) to denote the joint distribution of
next states and actions of MDP µ.
A policy pi belonging to a policy space Π is an algorithm for selecting actions
given the present state and previous observations. The objective of an agent is
to find the policy pi that maximizes the sum of discounted reward average over
all uncertainties.
The value function of a policy pi for anMDP µ is the expected sum of discounted
rewards obtained from time t to T while selecting actions in the MDP µ:
V pi,Tµ,t (s) = Epiµ(
T∑
k=1
γkrt+k | st = s), (2.1)
where γ ∈ (0, 1] is called the discount factor and Epiµ denotes the expectation
under the trajectory generated by a policy pi acting on the MDP µ. Let us
define the infinite horizon discounted value function of a policy pi on an MDP
µ as V piµ , limT→∞ V pi,Tµ,0 . Now, we define the optimal value function to be
V ∗µ , maxpi V piµ , and the optimal policy to be pi∗µ , argmaxpi V piµ .
A note on policies: The largest policy set, denote ΠT , can have a cardinality
of |A|T . Some other important policy sets are:
1. Stationary policies: All policies that are consistent over time, i.e,
pi(at|st, st−1 . . . st−k) = pi(at′ |st′ , st′−1 . . . st′−k) ∀t, t′.
2. K-order Markov policies: All polices that only depend on previous K
states, i.e., pi(at|st, st−1 . . . s0) = pi(at|st, st−1 . . . st−k). They may or
may not be stationary.
3. Deterministic policies: Policies with a trivial action distribution, i.e, pi(at =
a| . . .) = 1 for an action a.
We focus in this thesis on history-dependent polices, commonly referred to as
adaptive policies.
Define Bellman operator,Bpiµ : V → V , as follows :
BpiµV (s) , Epiµ(r) + γ
∑
s′∈S
Ppiµ(s′ | s)V (s′),
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It allows us to compute the value function recursively via V piµ,t = B
pi
µV
pi
µ,t+1.
Repeated application of the relevant Bellman operator1 on the initial value func-
tion is referred here as backward induction.
If the MDP is known, the optimal policy and value function is computable via
backward induction (also known as value iteration). Another important result is
that there exists an optimal policy in the set of 1-order deterministic stationary
Markov policies for an MDP [Puterman, 1994].
2.1.2 Bayes Adaptive MDP (BAMDP)
In reality, the underlying MDP is unknown to the RL algorithm, which gives
rise to the exploration-exploitation dilemma. Bayesian Reinforcement Learn-
ing (BRL), specifically the information state formulation [Duff, 2002], provides
a framework to quantify this trade-off using a Bayesian representation.
Following the Bayesian formulation, we maintain a belief distribution βt over
the possible MDP models µ ∈ M.2 Starting with an appropriate prior belief
β0(µ), we obtain a sequence of posterior beliefs βt(µ) that represent our sub-
jective belief over the MDPs at time t, depending on the latest observations. By
Bayes’ rule, the posterior belief at time t+ 1 is
βt+1(µ) , Pµ
(rt+1, st+1|st, at)βt(µ)∫
M P
′
µ(rt+1, st+1|st, at)βt(µ′)dµ′
. (2.2)
Now, we define the Bayesian value function v analogously to the MDP value
function:
vpiβ (s) ,
∫
M
V piµ (s)β(µ)dµ. (2.3)
The Bayesian value function is the expected utility of the decision maker ac-
cording to its current belief β and policy pi for selecting future actions from
state s. The optimal policy for the Bayesian value function can be adaptive in
general. For completeness, we also define the Bayes-optimal utility v∗β(s), i.e.
the utility of the Bayes-optimal policy:
v∗β(s) , max
pi∈Π
∫
M
V piµ (s)β(µ)dµ. (2.4)
1BAMDP has a slightly different one.
2More precisely, we can define a measurable space (M,M), whereM is the possible set of
MDPs, andM is a suitable σ-algebra.
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It is well known that by combining the original MDPs state st and belief βt
into a hyper-state ωt, we obtain another MDP called the Bayes Adaptive MDP
(BAMDP). The optimal policy for a BAMDP is the same as the Bayes-optimal
policy for the corresponding MDP.
Definition 2 (BAMDP). A Bayes Adaptive Markov Decision Process (BAMDP)
µ˜ , (Ω,A, ν, τ) is a representation for an unknown MDP µ = (S,A, P,R)
with a space of information states Ω = S ×B, where B is an appropriate set
of belief distributions onM. At time t, the agent observes the information state
ωt = (st, βt) and takes action at ∈ A. We denote the transition distribution as
ν(ωt+1|ωt, at), the reward distribution as τ(rt+1|ωt, at), andA as the common
action space.
For each st+1, the next hyper-state ωt+1 = (st+1, βt+1) is uniquely determined
since βt+1 is unique given (ωt, st+1) and can be computed using eq. (2.2).
Therefore the information state ωt preserves the Markov property. This al-
lows us to treat the BAMDP as an infinite-state MDP with ν(ωt+1|ωt, at), and
τ(rt+1|ωt, at) defined as the corresponding transition and reward distributions
respectively. The transition and reward distributions are defined as the marginal
distributions
ν(ωt+1|ωt, at) ,
∫
M
Pµ(st+1|st, at)βt(µ)dµ,
τ(rt+1|ωt, at) ,
∫
M
Pµ(rt+1|st, at)βt(µ)dµ.
Though the Bayes-optimal policy is generally adaptive in the original MDP, it
is Markov with respect to the hyper-state of the BAMDP. In other words, ωt
represents a sufficient statistic for the observed history.
Since the BAMDP is an MDP on the space of hyper-states, we can use value
iteration starting from the set of terminal hyper-statesΩT and proceeding back-
wards from horizon T to t following
V ∗t (ω) = max
a∈A
E[r | ω, a] + γ
∑
ω
′∈Ωt+1
ν(ω
′ |ω, a)V ∗t+1(ω
′
), (2.5)
where Ωt+1 is the reachable set of hyper-states from hyper-state ωt. Equa-
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tion (2.4) implies Equation (2.5) and vice-versa3, i.e. v∗β(s) = V
∗
0 (ω) for
ω = (s, β). Hence, we can obtain Bayes-optimal policies through backward
induction. Due to the large hyper-state space, this is only feasible for a small
finite horizon in practice, as shown in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 FHTS (Finite Horizon Tree Search)
Parameters: Horizon T
Input: current hyper-state ωh and depth h.
if h = T then
return V(ωh) = 0
end if
for all actions a do
for all next states sh+1 do
βh+1 = UpdatePosterior(ωh,sh+1,a) (eq. 2.2)
ωh+1 = (sh+1, βh+1)
V (ωh+1) = FHTS(ωh+1, h+ 1)
end for
end for
Q(ωh, a) = 0
for all ωh+1, a do
Q(ωh, a) += ν(ωh+1|ωh, a)× V (ωh+1)
end for
returnmaxaQ(ωh, a)
2.2 Discussion
In this section, we first discuss the motivation for Bayesian RL formulation.
We do this by making an analogy to the Bandit problem, for which the theory
is much more clear and developed. Then we discuss algorithms that directly
attack the BAMDP problem, followed by a POMDP perspective on Bayesian
RL. Finally, we discuss Bayesian value function algorithms, which are premise
3The equivalence can be obtained by expanding the integral eq. (2.4) using definition of value
function and applying Bayes rule to its second term. This gives the desired recursive equation.
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ωt
a1t
a2t
ω11t+1
ω12t+1
ω21t+1
ω22t+1
a1t+1
a2t+1
a3t+1
ω31t+2
ω32t+2
ω21t+2
ω22t+2
Figure 2.1: Full tree expansion.
to our work on Bayesian backward induction.
2.2.1 Bandit problem
Consider a very simple MDP, with only a single state and multiple actions.
This is known as stochastic multi-armed bandit problem and is well studied in
Bandit theory. RL in multistate MDPs, in addition to exploration-exploitation
dilemma, presents the difficulties of delayed reward and non independence of
consecutive samples from the MDP process. But the Bandit theory without
these additional difficulties presents a cleaner view of the dilemma.
A stochastic multi-armed bandit model, denoted by ν = (ν1, ..., νK), is a col-
lection of K arms (or actions according to MDP notation), where each arm νa
when selected, generates a reward with a probability distribution4. Agent in-
teracts with a Bandit MDP by choosing at each time t an arm At to play. This
action results in a realization Xt from the respective distribution νAt . The dis-
tribution is assumed to be parameterized by θ ∈ Θ. Optimality of an agent is
defined in terms of Regret:
Rθ , Tµ∗ −
T∑
t=0
Xt
where µ∗ is the mean of the optimal arm ν∗.
4From here onwards, we refer to νi as the arm as well as its underlying reward distribution.
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Frequentist and Bayesian analysis: A fundamental difference between Fre-
quentist and Bayesian approach lies in their respective treatment of the un-
known parameters. Frequentist interpretation of Bandit problem assumes there
is a fixed unknown θa associated with each arm, while a Bayesian interpretation
assumes that θa itself is generated from a prior distribution Ψ over the set Θ.
These two views also have different goals:
1. An agent that is optimal in the Frequentist sense chooses to minimize Rpiθ
for all θ ∈ Θ, that is, find pi∗ = argminpimaxθ Epiθ [Rθ].
2. An agent optimal in the Bayesian sense chooses to minimize the expected
regretEpiΨ,θ[Rθ], that is, find pi
∗ = argminpi E
pi
Ψ,θ[Rθ] for known prior Ψ .
The more general question of finding pi∗ = argminpimaxΨ E
pi
Ψ,θ[Rθ] is
open, but we expect the bounds to be worse than the Frequentist ones
because nature’s optimal strategy may not be deterministic.
The celebrated Gittins index [Gittins, 1979] gives a solution to the Bayesian for-
mulation of discounted Bandit problem. According to Kaufmann [2014] (sec.
1.3.4), Chang and Lai [1987] developed a closed-form asymptotic approxima-
tions to Gittins index. These approximations take the form of explicit bonus
terms added to point estimate of the mean θˆ, for Gaussian bandits. Bonus terms
added to point estimates are essential in proving Frequentist optimality for Ban-
dits [Cappé et al., 2013] and MDP [Jaksch et al., 2010, Tossou et al., 2019], us-
ing typical arguments of Optimism in Face of Uncertainty (OFU) principle. She
shows experimentally that Finite Horizon Gitins index actually performs much
better in terms of the Frequentist regret, against those designed to be optimal for
it (e.g. KL-UCB). We conjecture that even for RL in MDP, the Bayes-optimal
policy would inherently explore enough without need for additional explicit
optimism. This connection may also be seen in a previous attempt of Duff and
Barto [1997], where they try to use Gittins index for BAMDP.
2.2.2 Model-based Bayesian RL
BAMDP was initially investigated by Silver [1963] and Martin [1967]. The
problem of computational intractability of the Bayes-optimal solution moti-
vated researchers to design approximate techniques. These are referred to as
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Bayesian RL (BRL) algorithms. BRL algorithms discussed here are all model-
based. Ghavamzadeh et al. [2015] compiles a survey of BRL algorithms. They
can be further classified based on whether they directly approximate the belief
tree structure (lookahead) or not (myopic). Hence we first discuss BRL algo-
rithms based on their design and then their theoretical motivation.
We classify them in two categories based on their functioning: Myopic and
Lookahead.
Myopic: Myopic algorithms do not explicitly take into account the information
to be gained by future actions, and yet may still be able to learn efficiently. One
example of such an algorithm is Thompson sampling [Thompson, 1933], which
maintains a posterior distribution over models, samples one of them and then
chooses the optimal policy for the sample. A reformulation of this for BRL was
investigated in [Strens, 2000]. The Best Of Sampled Set (BOSS) [Asmuth et al.,
2009] algorithm generalizes this idea to a multi sample optimistic approach.
BEB [Kolter and Ng, 2009] at the first look, seems to work directly on Bayesian
value function (eq. 2.5), but it simply adds an explicit bonus term to the mean
MDP estimates of the state-action value. Similar to BEB, MMBI [Dimitrakakis,
2011] assumes constant belief and therefore rolls-in the hyper-state value into
the state-action value, but unlike BEB, it directly approximates the Bayesian
value function. This assumption removes the exponential dependence (due to
path dependent belief) on planning horizon. Then, backward induction is per-
formed using value of the next step optimal adaptive policy. The final output
is the stationary policy obtained at the root through backward induction5. Take
home point is that, even for constant belief, mean MDP policy is not the best
adaptive policy.
Lookahead: Lookahead algorithms take into account the effect of their future
actions towards their knowledge about the environment and quantify its benefit
for current decision making. The simplest algorithm is to calculate and solve
the BAMDP up to some horizon T , as outlined in Algorithm 1 and illustrated in
Figure 2.1. Sparse sampling [Kearns et al., 1999] is a simple modification to it,
which instead only iterates over a set of sampled states. Kearns algorithm when
5Although it shouldn’t be hard to store the intermediate optimal constant-belief adaptive policy,
since its computed (step-8, Algo.1) anyways.
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applied to BAMDP belief tree6 would still have to consider all primitive actions.
Wang et al. [2005] improved upon this by using Thompson sampling to only
consider a subset of promising actions. The high branching factor of belief tree
still makes planning with a deep horizon computationally expensive. Thus more
scalable algorithms, such as BFS3 [Asmuth and Littman, 2011], BOLT [Araya
et al., 2012] and BAMCP [Guez et al., 2012], were proposed. Similar to [Wang
et al., 2005], BFS3 also selects a subset of actions but with an optimistic ac-
tion selection strategy, though the backups are still performed using Bellman
equation. BOLT includes optimism in the transition function instead. BAMCP
takes a Monte-Carlo approach to sparse lookahead in belief-augmented version
of Markov decision process. BAMCP also uses optimism for action selection.
Unlike BFS3, the next set of hyper-states are sampled from an MDP sampled
at the root7. Since posterior inference is expensive for any non-trivial belief
model, BAMCP further applies lazy sampling and rollout policy, inspired by
their application in tree search problems [Kocsis and Szepesvári, 2006].
Analysis: We discuss here BEB and BOLT, which have theoretical results sim-
ilar to us. Both are PAC-BAMDP and derive their result by achieving certain
level of certainty about (s, a) tuples, similar to Kearns and Singh [1998] who
define such tuples as ‘known’. BEB’s authors rely on howmany (s, a) tuples are
already ‘known’ to prove their result. They go on to prove that both finite hori-
zon Bayesian-optimal policy and BEB’s policy decay the exploration rate so fast
that they are not PAC-MDP8, providing with a 3-state MDP counter example.
BOLT’s authors prove that if the probability of unknown states is small enough,
BOLT’s Bayes value function is close to optimal, if not, then such events (of
seeing ‘unkown’ (s, a) tuples) occur only a limited number of times (by contra-
diction), and that this required amount of exploration is ensured by BOLT’s op-
timism. The authors also extend BEB’s PAC-BAMDP result to infinite horizon
case. The problem with the above approach of ‘knowing’ all the (s, a) tuples
enough is that the Bayes-optimal policy no longer remains interesting; Martin
6We freely use the term ‘tree’ or ‘belief tree’ to denote the planning tree generated by the algo-
rithms in the hyper-state space of BAMDP.
7Note that ideally the next observations should be sampled from the P (st+1|ωt) instead of
P (st+1|ωto ), i.e. the next-state marginal at the root belief.
8This is first of any result on Frequentist nature of Bayes-optimal policy.
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[1967] proves that in such a case, the Bayes-optimal policy approaches the op-
timal policy of underlying MDP. This leads to unfaithful approximation of the
true Bayes-optimal policy. A better approach is to prove near optimality with-
out such assumption, e.g., BOP [Fonteneau et al., 2013] uses upper bound on
Bayesian value for branch-and-bound tree search. In practice, their exponential
dependence on the branching factor is still quite strong (proposition.2). We on
the other hand, beat state-of-the-art by making reasonable assumption on the
belief convergence rate. We formalize this idea in [Grover et al., 2019], which
approaches Bayes optimality with constraint only on the computational budget.
BAMCP is also successful in practice due to computational reasons, that is, it
is a Monte Carlo technique which samples large number of nodes from belief
tree. Its result is although only asymptotically optimal.
2.2.3 POMDP literature
Partially Observable MDP (POMDP) is a well studied [Åström, 1965, Sondik,
1978, Kaelbling et al., 1998] generalized MDP. Consider the field of robotics,
where even though the dynamics of a robot may be known, there is uncertainty
in the sensory input, i.e, the current state of the environment. Such problems
are modeled by a POMDP. It is an MDP where we maintain a distribution over
the possible states and plan accordingly. A natural idea would be to apply the
already existing literature of POMDP to BAMDP. Significant effort was made
by Duff [2002], where he shows almost mechanical translation of the POMDP
alpha-vector9 formulation to BAMDP (sec. 5.3). He notes that due to the belief
having continuous support in BAMDP, in contrast to the discrete support (over
states) in POMDP, fundamental differences10 arise in the application of Mon-
ahan’s algorithm [Monahan, 1982]. He comments (sec. 5.3.3) how the alpha
functions due to backward induction are just a mixture of alpha functions at pre-
vious iteration11, by extension of which any closed set of functions representing
the Bayesian value initially will imply a function from same family locally at the
root belief. Therefore the “idea of characterizing the value function in terms of a
finite set of elements generalizes from the POMDP case”. Although he quickly
9A vector, α : [0, 1]|S| → R, compactly representing the Bayesian value over all belief space.
10Alpha vectors become alpha functions, their dot product with belief becomes integral.
11More precisely, reward is added to this mixture by the definition of Bellman operator.
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points out how this approach is computationally infeasible: Exact methods for
PODMP [Sondik, 1978, Kaelbling et al., 1998] crucially depend on eliminat-
ing the exponentially growing alpha vectors with respect to planning horizon,
and for this, they a solve set of linear equation constraints. These constraints
in BAMDP case turn into integral constraints, which usually don’t have an eas-
ily computable solution. Hence, the curse of exponentially memory usage with
respect to planning depth still remains. Poupart et al. [2006] claim to show
that alpha functions in BAMDP are multivariate polynomials in shape, but their
main Theorem only relies on backward induction a as proof. It is unclear to us
how the initial alpha functions should be multivariate polynomials. Duff [2002]
goes on to argue and develop a general finite-state (memory) controller method
for both POMDP and BAMDP problem. This approach holds much promise
and may be a future research direction of this thesis. One key observation usu-
ally missed is that belief convergence doesn’t exist in POMDP12 and hence we
miss out by blindly using POMDP algorithms.
2.2.4 Bayesian value function
Estimating the Bayesian state-value function distribution directly is another in-
teresting approach. Unlike BAMDP, the algorithms don’t compute the hyper-
state value function. Algorithms in this category either directly estimate the
state-value distribution from the data or rely on Bayesian formulation of back-
ward induction. They come in both model-free [Dearden et al., 1998, En-
gel et al., 2003] and model-based [Dearden et al., 1999, Dimitrakakis, 2011,
Deisenroth et al., 2009] flavours. In model-based approach, the uncertainty in
state-value is taken care by maintaining a distribution over models, although
similarity with BAMDP ends there.
Model-free: Bayesian Q-learning [Dearden et al., 1998] attempts to model the
Bayesian Q-value directly with a parametric distribution. They propose online
learning using myopic Value of Perfect Information (VPI) as action selection
strategy, which essentially gives the expected (belief averaged) advantage of
choosing an action over the others. They then propose two ways, both based
12In BAMDP, the belief over transition probabilities converge as we plan, while no such analogy
exits when considering belief simply over MDP states.
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on bootstrapping, to address the crux of the problem: delayed rewards, i.e., no
direct access to Q-value samples. In practice, their algorithm changes policy
too often to actually get a good estimate by bootstrapping. They mention this
problem in their follow-up [Dearden et al., 1998] “to avoid the problem faced
by model-free exploration methods, that need to perform repeated actions to
propagate values from one state to another”. Reader is directed to section (2.4)
of [Duff, 2002], for a survey of other similar non Bayesian attempts. Engel
et al. [2003] propose a Gaussian Process prior on value function, combined
with temporal difference motivated data likelihood. This is discussed further
in [Dimitrakakis et al., 2020].
Model-based: Dearden et al. [1999] propose a model-based follow-up to ad-
dress the problems in Bayesian Q-learning. The main algorithm (sec. 5.1) com-
putes a Monte Carlo upper bound on the Bayesian value function which they
take as substitute for optimal Bayesian Q-value13. They address the complex-
ity of sampling and solving multiple models by two re-weighting approaches:
Importance sampling (sec. 5.2) and Particle filtering (sec. 5.3). Although they
do mention Bayesian Bellman update (sec. 5.4), it is not clearly described (it
seems like a mean-field approximation), and they do not experimentally inves-
tigate it. PILCO [Deisenroth et al., 2013] develops an analytic method similar
to [Dearden et al., 1999] in nature, where they use GP prior with an assump-
tion of normal input (sec. 3.2, 4) to predict a closed form Bayesian estimate
of the objective function (multi-step cost, eq. 11). They use analytical gradient
for policy optimization (sec. 3.3). Deisenroth et al. [2009] take a more direct
approach by developing backward induction for Gaussian Process(GP) priors
over models.
In [Dimitrakakis et al., 2020] we develop a Bayesian backward induction frame-
work for joint estimation of model and value function distributions.
13The state-action value function is commonly known as Q-value.
Chapter 3
Efficient Bayesian
Reinforcement Learning
The following sections will outline the contributions of this thesis.
In Section (3.1), we develop a sampling based approach to belief tree approxi-
mation. We go a step further than previous works by sampling policies instead
of actions to curb the branching factor and reduce complexity. We analyze it,
giving a performance bound, and experimentally validate it on different discrete
environments. My individual contribution is the development of the initial idea
with my supervisor, implementation and experiments, and contributing to its
theoretical analysis.
In Section (3.2), we propose a fully Bayesian, backward induction approach
for joint estimation of model and value function distributions. My individual
contribution to this work is the baseline implementation, verifying correct func-
tioning of algorithms and drawing comparison to BAMDP techniques.
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3.1 Deep, Sparse Sampling
We propose a novel BAMDP algorithm, called Deep, Sparse Sampling (DSS),
with the help of insights developed in section (2.2.2). During planning, it fo-
cuses on reducing the branching factor by considering K-step policies instead
of primitive actions. These policies are generated through (possibly approxi-
mate) Thompson sampling1 over MDP models. This approach is rounded by
using Sparse sampling [Kearns et al., 1999]. The reduced branching factor al-
lows us to build a deeper tree. Figure 3.1 shows a planning tree expanded by
DSS2. The intuition why this might be desirable is that if the belief changes
slowly enough, an adaptive policy that is constructed out of K-step station-
ary policies will still be approximately optimal. This intuition is supported by
the theoretical analysis: we prove that our algorithm results in nearly-optimal
planning under certain mild assumptions regarding the belief. The freedom to
choose a policy generator allows the algorithm scale smoothly: we choose Pol-
icy Iteration (PI) and a variant of Real Time Dynamic Programming (RTDP)
depending on size of environments.
Algorithm:
The core idea of the DSS algorithm is to plan in the belief tree, not at the in-
dividual action level, but at the level of K-step policies. Figure 3.1 illustrates
this concept graphically. Algorithm 2 is called with the current state s and
belief β as input, with additional parameters controlling how the tree is ap-
proximated. The algorithm then generates the tree and calculates the value of
each policy candidate recursively (for H stages or episodes), in the following
manner:
1. Line 6: Generate N MDPs from the current belief βt, and for each MDP
µi use the policy generator P : µ→ pi to generate a policy pii. This gives
a policy set Πβ with |Πβ | = N .
2. Line 10-18: Run each policy for K steps, collecting total K-step di-
counted reward R in BAMDP. Note that we sample the reward and next-
1We refer to the optimal policy of the sampled model as Thompson sample(TS) policy.
2Subscripts denote the planning depth. Superscripts on hyper-state iterate policy and belief
respectively.
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Algorithm 2 DSS
1: Parameters: Number of stages H , steps K, no. of policies N , no. of
samples per policyM , policy generator P
2: Input: hyper-state ωh = (sh, βh), depth h.
3: if h = KH then
4: return V (ωh) = 0
5: end if
6: Πβh = {P(µi)|µi v ωh, i ∈ Z, i ≤ N}
7: for all pi ∈ Πβh do
8: Q(ωh, pi) = 0
9: for 1 toM do
10: R = 0, c = γh, k = 0
11: ωk = ωh, sk = sh, βk = βh, ak = pi(sh)
12: for k = 1, . . . ,K do
13: sk+1 v ν(ωk+1|ωk, ak)
14: rk+1 v τ(rk+1|ωk, ak)
15: R += c× rk+1; c = c× γ
16: βk+1 = UpdatePosterior(ωk, sk+1, ak) (from eq. 2.2)
17: end for
18: Q(ωh, pi)+= R+ DSS(ωK , h+K)
19: end for
20: Q(ωh, pi)/ =M
21: end for
22: return argmaxpi Q(ωh, pi)
state from the marginal (Line 13-14), and also update the posterior (Line
16).
3. Line 19-21: Make recursive call to DSS at the end ofK steps. Repeat the
process just described forM times. This gives anM -sample estimate of
that policy’s utility vpiβ .
Note that the fundamental control unit that we are trying to find here is a policy,
hence Q-values are defined over (ωt,pi) tuples. Since we now have policies at
any given tree node, we re-branch only after running those policies forK steps.
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ωt
pi1t
pi2t
ω1,1t+K
ω1,2t+K
ω2,1t+K
ω2,2t+K
Figure 3.1: Deeper & Sparser tree expansion.
Hence we can increase the effective depth of the belief tree upto HK for the
same computational budget. This allows for deeper lookahead and ensures that
the approximation error propagated is also smaller as the error is discounted by
γHK instead of γH . We elaborate this effect in the analysis below.
Analysis:
Since our goal is to prove the near-Bayes optimality of DSS, we focus on the
effects of DSS parameters for planning in belief tree. DSS eliminates the ne-
cessity to try all actions at every node by making certain assumptions about the
belief:
Assumption 1. The belief βh in the planning tree is such that h ≤ 0/h, where
h ≥ 1, h = ||βˆh − βh||1 and βˆh is the constant belief approximation at the
start of episode h.
The first assumption states that as we go deeper in the planning tree, the belief
error reduces. The intuition is that if the belief concentrates at a certain rate,
then so does error of Bayes utility for any Markov policy, by the virtue of its
definition.
Assumption 2. Bounded correlation: Given some constant C ∈ R+,
D(µ, µ′) , maxs,a ‖Pµ(· | s, a)− Pµ′(· | s, a)‖1. We have:
βt(µ)βt(µ
′) ≤ C
D(µ, µ′)
The second assumption states that belief correlation across similar MDPs is
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higher than across dissimilar ones, due to inverse dependence on the distance
between MDPs. This helps us proving bound for Bayesian value of DSS policy
compared toK-step optimal policy.
Then, our algorithm finds a near-Bayes-optimal policy as stated in Theorem 1:
Theorem 1. Under Assumptions 1 and 2, ∀s ∈ S
vDSβ (s) ≥ v∗β(s)−
(
20K ln
1
1− γK +
2(KC + γK)
(1− γ)
)
−
√
lnM/δ
2N(1− γ)2
with probability 1− δ. Here, T is the horizon, divided by parameter K into H
stages, i.e, T = KH . In addition, at each node of the sparse tree, we evaluate
N policies forM times.
At the same time, DSS is significantly less expensive than basic Sparse sam-
pling [Kearns et al., 1999] which would take O((|A|M)T ) calls to the genera-
tive BAMDP model, while it requires onlyO((NM)T/K) calls for a T -horizon
problem.
Experiments:
We refer the reader to the original publication [Grover et al., 2019] for compar-
isons to the current state-of-the-art.
3.2 Bayesian backward induction (BBI)
Simple BI:
Since this work is based on backward induction, we first consider the case of
estimating the mean value function under MDP uncertainty. We show here how
the most common approximation of Mean MDP is related to the BAMDP value
function.
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Consider backward induction equation for the Bayesian value:
V pit (st, βt)
=
∫
M
V piµ (st)βt(µ)dµ
=
∫
M
Eµ[rt+1]βt(µ)dµ+ γ
∫
M
∑
s′∈st+1
Pµ(s′|st, at)V piµ (s′)βt(µ)dµ
=
∫
M
Eµ[rt+1]βt(µ)dµ+ γ
∑
s′∈st+1
∫
M
V piµ (s
′)Pµ(s′|st, at)βt(µ)dµ
(3.1)
Mean MDP approximation for eq. (3.1) is obtained by taking mean-field ap-
proximation of the inner part of second term:∫
M
V piµ (s
′)Pµ(s′|st, at)P(µ)dµ ≈
∫
M
V piµ (s
′)P(µ)dµ
∫
M
Pµ(s′|st, at)P(µ)dµ
Define V¯ (s′) ,
∫
M V
pi
µ (s
′)P(µ) and ν(s′|s, a) ,
∫
M Pµ(s
′|s, a)P(µ)dµ.
Substituting above expression back in eq. (3.1):
V pit (st, βt)
=
∫
M
Eµ[rt+1]βt(µ)dµ+ γ
∑
s′∈st+1
ν(s′|st, pit)V¯ pit (s′) (3.2)
Equation (3.2) gives the mean MDP approximation under constant belief as-
sumption, since then we only keep track of |S| values at each iteration. MMBI
[Dimitrakakis, 2011] directly works on eq. (3.1) giving much better results.
These approximations only give the mean of the state-value distribution, al-
though it would be more useful to get the full distribution.
Distribution over value functions:
Consider the value function V , with V = (V1, . . . , VT ) for finite-horizon prob-
lems, and some prior belief β over MDPs, and some previously collected data
D = (s1, a1, r1, . . . , st, at, rt) from some policy pi. Then the posterior value
function distribution can be written in terms of the MDP posterior:
Pβ(V | D) =
∫
M
Pµ(V ) dβ(µ | D). (3.3)
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Note that this is different from eq. (2.3) which gives the expected state-value
under the model distribution, while here we get the full state-value distribution
for the given belief. The empirical measure PˆEMC defined below corresponds to
the standard Monte-Carlo estimate
PˆEMC(B) , N−1µ
K∑
k=1
1
{
v(k) ∈ B
}
, (3.4)
where 1 {} is the indicator function. In practice, this can be implemented via
Algorithm 3. The problem with this approach is the computational cost associ-
ated with it.
Algorithm 3Monte-Carlo Estimation of Value Function Distributions
1: Select a policy pi.
2: for k = 1, . . . , Nµ do
3: Sample an MDP µ(k) ∼ β.
4: Calculate v(k) = V pi
µ(k),
∼ β.
5: end for
6: return PˆMC({v(k)})
Bayesian Backward Induction (BBI):
We propose a framework that inductively calculates Ppiβ(Vi+1 | D) from
Ppiβ(Vi | D) for i ≥ t:
Ppiβ(Vi | D) =
∫
V
Ppiβ(Vi | Vi+1, D) dPpiβ(Vi+1 | D). (3.5)
Let ψi+1 be a (possibly approximate) representation of Ppiβ(Vi+1 | D). Then
the remaining problem is to define the term Ppiβ(Vi | Vi+1, D) appropriately and
calculate the complete distribution.
Link distribution: P(Vi | Vi+1, D)
A simple idea for dealing with the term linking the two value functions is to
marginalize over the MDP as follows:
Ppiβ(Vi | Vi+1, D) =
∫
M
Ppiµ(Vi | Vi+1) dPpiβ(µ | Vi+1, D). (3.6)
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This equality holds because given µ, Vi is uniquely determined by the policy
pi and Vi+1 through the Bellman operator. However, it is crucial to note that
Ppiβ(µ | Vi+1, D) 6= Pβ(µ | D), as knowing the value function gives information
about the MDP.3
In order to maintain a correct estimate of uncertainty, we must specify an appro-
priate conditional distribution Ppiβ(µ|Vi+1, D). We focus on the idea of main-
taining an approximation ψi of value function distributions and combining this
with theMDP posterior through an appropriate kernel, as detailed below.
Conditional MDP distribution: P(µ|Vi+1, D)
The other important design decision concerns the distribution Ppiβ(µ|V (k)i+1, D).
Expanding this term, we obtain, for any subset of MDPs A ⊆M:
Ppiβ(µ ∈ A | Vi+1, D) =
∫
A P
pi
µ(Vi+1) dβ(µ | D)∫
M P
pi
µ(Vi+1) dβ(µ | D)
, (3.7)
since Ppiµ(Vi+1 | D) = Ppiµ(Vi+1), as µ, pi are sufficient for calculating Vi+1.
Inference and experiments:
We refer the reader to the full paper [Dimitrakakis et al., 2020] for details on
inference procedure and experiments.
3Assuming otherwise results in a mean-field approximation.
Chapter 4
Concluding Remarks
In this thesis, we introduced a novel BAMDP algorithm, Deep Sparse Sampling
(DSS) which is the author’s primary contribution. We showed its superior per-
formance experimentally and also analyzed its theoretical properties. We also
jointly proposed a Bayesian backward induction approach for estimating the
state-value and model distributions.
A natural extension to this thesis would be in the direction of bounded memory
(insufficient statistics) controllers. We believe it to be a promising avenue to
prove stronger results for BAMDP algorithms. While a general regret bound
for the Bayes-optimal policy is an open question, counter-intuitively, the anal-
ysis with insufficient statistics may be simpler, since there will only be a finite
number of beliefs. The main idea for BAMDP would be to optimally tune the
branching factor and depth of the planning tree depending on accuracy of the
statistics. We can then analyze the effect on optimality relative to an oracle with
sufficient statistics. Next, we can analyze how close approximate algorithms
(DSS, Sparse sampling etc.) are to the best insufficient statistic policy under dif-
ferent computational constraints. For completeness, we shall also analyze the
regret for insufficient-statistic versions of the upper-bound algorithms relying
on concentration inequalities. We expect to get qualitatively different bounds
compared to standard analysis, due to the use of insufficient statistics.
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